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A preliminary experimental study of symmetrical, circular, internal
compression inlets has shown that th-&yattain press~e recove~ equal
to that measured by conical nose ihlets at Mach nmbers up to about 2.3.
This pressure recovery was obtained with configurations having essen-
tially zero pressure drag of the external surfaces.
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Recently, an experimental investigation has been made at Mach nun-
bers up to 2.5 of sn inlet which shows promise. The purpose of this
paper is to present an
inlet and the progress

titerti report describing the development of the
that has been made to date.

SYMBOLS

M Mach nmber

m mass flow, lb-see/ft

Pt total pressure, lb/sq ft

A area, sq ft

P static pressure, lb/sq ft

x longitudinal
.

D diameter, ft

#

distance, ft
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Subscripts:

m free stresm

1 inlet

max msxtium

min mfllinlum

c compressor

t total

o entrante

DISCUSSION

Up to the present time, externsl compression inlets have produced
relatively efficient supersonic compression of the induction air, but
the wave drag of the external cowls has been high. @ a typical air-

.

plane this inlet drag is fram 10 percent to 20 percent of the total air-
plane drag at Mach numbers above 2.0. This cowlidrag is matily a function .
of the initial lip angle. It has been found experimentallythat the best
overall performance of conical inlets occurs when the lip internal sur-

—

faces sre nearly alined with the flow dtiection immediately behind the
conical shock wave (fig. 1). This figure shows also the flow singularity
behind a 30°cone and the angle of shock detachment. If 3° is sdded for
lip thiclmess, the external lip angle approaches even closer to the smgl.e
of shock detachment. These considerations indicate that the drag of
external compression inlets will be large and will ~obably increase
with Mach number because the lip singlesmust.increase.

If the lip singlescould be kept low, the pressure drag could be
markedly reduced. The internal compression inlet shown in figure 2 is
designed for use with a typical Jet engine. The resulting external sur-
faces have very low sm@Larl@, approximately 1°; consequently, the wave
drag would be negligible. The relative dimensions of the nacelle shown
at the bottom of the figure are for a M = 2.0 design. As the design
Mach number ticreases, both the iml.etand exit diameters increase relative
to the engine envelope diameter, and the nacelle wilJ approach even closer
to a straight tube. A symmetrical circulsr configurationwas selected
which allows the minimum srea of the internal.duct to be varied by trsJls-
lation of the center body. The photographs_atthe top of figure 2 show
the cone extended for stsrting, an off-design or transitional position,
and the design position with the cone fully retracted. The movement

*-.
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of the center bcdy should be programed with the flight Mach number.
In sddition, an automatic control is necesssry which can sense the

v position of the terminal shock wave and actuate the center body to
matitain the shock position nesr the minimum area. Control mechanisms
for supersonic inlets which might be adapted to this titernal com-
pression inlet sre described in reference 1. The angularities of the
compression surfaces are low - 8° to 10° for the cone and 1.5° to 2.0°
for the lip annulus. These angles sre kept low to avoid shock-induced
separation during the internal compression process by limiting the pres-
sure rise in sn incident wave to less than the value which has been
found to cause separation. It would be desirable to reduce the length
of the internal ducting. However, in the present design it has not been
found necesssry to include long stabilizing sections rearward of the
minimum-area station. Consequently, the present internal compression
inlet is slightly shorter than equivalent conical inlets. The fnternal
compression inlet has been tested only at 0° singleof attack.

Use of the internal compression inlet will result in a net gati
only if the pressure recovery is sufficiently hi@. The conical inlet
will be used arbitrarily in the following discussion as a standsrd for
comparison. The msximum pressure recovery of conical inlets is shown

● in figure 3 for the Mach number rsage frcm 1.8to 2.5. A solid-line
curve representing the present state of the art is shown In the figure
and wi13 be used for comparison purposes. The experimental pressure

● recovery of the internal compression Wet as a function of Mach number
for four internal shapes is shown in figure 4. Comparison of the data
with the best external conical-shock inlets shows that the pressure
recovery is about the ssme over a rsnge of Mach nmbers to 2.3. For
three of the inlets the compression surfaces were generated by straight
lines, the ratio of the minimum area to the inlet srea being vsried.
The fourth case, which gave the hi@est presswe recovery at Mach num-
bers greater than 2.1, has a curved center body and a curved lip annulus.
It should be noted that the contraction ratio for this inlet corresponds
to that for inlets with straight internal elements which gave low pres-
sure recovery for the ssme Mach number range.

Some idea of why the inlet with the curved center body @ curved
lip annulus gave higher pressure recovery than the other titernal ccxn-
pression inlets was gained by mapping the internal flow field by using
the meth~ of characteristics. Figure 5 shows the shock-wave pattern
and the cmputed pressure distribution on the center body and lip annulus
for one of the Mets with straight internal elements. The shock waves
from the center body snd annulus initially had about the same strength.
However, the pressure rise at the first reflection of the shock wave from
the snnulus on the center body was much lager thsn it was for the first
reflection of the center-body shock on the annulus. The pressure gradi-

* ents behind the shock titersections also were dissimilar. Ih am effort
to equalize both the pressure ratio across each shock-boundsry intersection

*
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and the pressure gradients behind the intersections,curved ccapression
●

elements were employed; and as noted previously, the modification was

moderately successful. It is thought that further improvements are v

possible, especially at higher Mach numbers, by shaping the internal
surfaces to follow contours derived by the characteristicsmethod.

Of hnportance to the inlet designer is the off+lesign performance.
On the left-hand side of figure 6 the take-off performence of the

—

internal compression inlet is shown. The tske-off characteristics are
similar to those for the conventional conical inlet. me curves on
the right-hand side of this figure illustrate the “matching” character-
istics of the met and eee combination. The ordinate of this curve
is the ratio of the capture (or entrance) area to the streamtube srea
s~plied by the inlet or required by the engine. The air Hl@
qualities of the inlet are shown by the solid-line cwve. The titernal
compression inlet is assumed to operate as a normal-shock inlet at Mach
numbers up to 1.6. Above a Mach nuniberof about 1.8, the inlet operates
with the stresmtube area eqpal to the inlet srea and has no spillage
drag.

The engine air requirements (in terms of the streamtube-srearatio)
sxe shown by the dashed-line curve in figure 6. For thiS Particuhr

engine at M above 1.2, a maxhum of 3 percent of the inlet ati would
have to be byptised for maximum efficiency. Balow a Mach nmnber of 1.2,
either the rotational speed of the engine could be reduced slightly or
some loss in ‘pressurerecovery would be ticurred. Many other matching
programs could be devised, but figure 6 indicates that the problems
should be no more severe with the internal canpression inlet them they
sre with other types of supersonic inlet-engine combinations.

.

*

CONCLUDING REZWVCS

A preliminary aerimental. study of symmetrical, circubr, internal
compression inlets has shown that they attain pressure recovery equal to
that measured by conical nose inlets at Mach numbers up to about 2.3.
This pressure recova’y was obtatied with configurations having essen-
tially zero pressure drag of the external surfaces.

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
Nationai Advisory Commit&e for Aeronautics

Moffett Field, Calif., Nov. 2, 1955
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THEORETICAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 5

PERFORMANCE OF THE INTERNAL COMPRESSION INLET
AT OFF-DESIGN CONDITIONS
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